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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the use of dates 
in six fifth-grade American History textbooks which were in 
wide use between the years 1930 and 1935. 
This analysis was made with the intention of comparing its 
findings with those of a similar analysis of books in use at 
the current time. The study of the current books was done by 
Griffi~ and many of her tables have been copied in this 
thesis. Following the Griffin tables is the designation A to 
distinguish them from the tables which concern the books used 
in the 1930 1 s. 
Listed below are the six texts used in this study. The 
letter preceding each book is the code letter representing that 
book throughout the study. 
A. Barker, EUgene c., Dodd~ William E., Webb, Walter P., 
The Story of Our Nation., Chicago: Row Peterson and 
Company, 1932. 
B. Burnham, Smith, and Jack, Theodore H., The Story of 
America for Young Americans., Philadelphia: John c. 
Winston Company, 1933. 
C. Clark, Marion G., and Gordy, Wilbur F., The Birth 
and Growth of Our Nation., Boston: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1933. 
D. Foote, Irving P., The Story of Our Republic., New 
York: World Book Company, 1934. 
l7 Eleanor A. Griffin, An Analtsis of the Dates in Six Fifth 
Grade American History Text ooks., Unpublished N~ster 1 s 
Thesis, Boston University, 1952. 
E. Smallidge, Olive E., and Paxson, Frederic L., 
Builders o~ Our Nation., Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Inc., 1933. 
F. Thompson, Waddy, The First Book in United States 
History., Boston: D. c. Heath and Company, 1929. 
These texts were analyzed for: 
1. The numerical distribution of dates as to the 
degree of speci~icity with which they were used. 
2. A comparison o~ the numerical distribution o~ 
dates in the six older texts with the dates in the six 
newer texts studied by Griffin in re gard to the degree 
of specificity with which the dates are used. 
3. The percentage of dates used in varying degrees 
of specificity. 
4. A comparison o~ the percentages o~ dates in the 
older texts of this study with the more recent tex ts o~ 
the Griffin study in regard to the degree of specificity 
with which they are used. 
5. A numerical distribution of the dates used in 
three periods: Period I, the period of exploration; 
Period II, the period of colonization; Period III, the 
period of our nation. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
6. A comparison of the numerical distribution of the 1 
dates in each of the three periods with the numerical 
distribution in the recent textbooks. 
7. The percentage of dates used in each of the three II 
periods. 
,I 
8. A comparison of the findings of the percentages 
of dates used in each of the three periods in the older 
texts with the percentages found in the newer texts for 
the same periods. 
9. A numerical distribution of the dates appearing 
in each century. 
10. A comparison of the numerical distribution of 
dates in each century with the same information about the 
newer textbooks analyzed by Griffin. 
11. The number of dates used in discussion of wars. 
12. A comparison of the dates used in describing 
wars with the n~unber used in the recent textbooks for the 
same purpose. 
13. A percentage of dates used in connection with 
wars in relation to the dates in the entire textual 
material for each text. 
14. A comparison of the percentages of dates used in l 
discussing wars with the percentages used in that way by 
the texts examined by Griffin. 
15. A numerical distribution of the dates as they 
appear in activities and exercises, in maps, with 
pictures, and with charts. 
16. A comparison of the numerical distribution of . 
the dates used in the non-textual material with those in 
the more recent textbooks. 
I 
II 
3 
17. The frequency with which different dates appear-
ed and the frequency of dates used more than once. 
18. The frequency of all the different dates appear-
ing in the te xtual material. 
19. A comparison of the de. tes with the list of dates 
recommended for the intermediate grades by Edgar Bruce 
Wesley.Y 
20. A comparison of the dates in these texts with th l 
list compiled by Louella Cole Pressey in "The Needs of 
College Students in History.nY 
The texts which are in current use and which were analyz-
ed in the Griffin Thesis are listed below with the designa-
tions with which they will appear throughout this study.~ 
A. Barker, Eugene c., Francis Cananah, and Walter 0. 
Webb, Our New Nation. White Plains, New York: 
Row, Peterson ana-company, 1950. 
B. Lansing, Marion, W. Linwood Chase, and Allan 
Nevins, Makers of the Americas. Second Edition; 
Boston: D. c. Heath and Company, 1951. 
c. McGuire, Eina, America Then and Now. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1948. 
D. Snedaker, Mabel, and Maxine Dunfee, Toward Modern 
America. Philadelphia: The John c. Winston Company, 
1951. 
1/ Edgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies. D. C. 
Heath and Company. Boston, 1942, p. 269. 
y Louella Cole Pressey, "The Needs of College Students in 
History", Historical Outlook (May, 1930) 21: 222. 
~Griffin, op. cit., p. 3. 
,, 
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E. Southworth, Gertrude Van Duyn, and John Van Duyn 
Southworth, Early Days in the New World: Syracuse, 
New York: Iroquois Publishing Company, Inc., 1950. 
ll 
II 
I 
I! 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Most people who have done research in the area of time 
concepts have reached similar conclusions as to when elemen-
tary-school children acquire an understanding of time. 
Frederick Pistor,Y who did a notable piece of work in test-
ing tL~e concepts, said that an understanding of time starts 
at age four when children learn the meanings of time words 
which are co~nonly used. He feels that the ability to think 
of the past as something different from the present does not 
develop until children are about eight years old. Pupils do 
not seem to understand subdivisions or periods of history 
'I 
II 
II 
I 
II 
until after they are eleven years of age. Wesley and AdamsY !! 
state, "The pupil within the first two grades is presumably I 
equipped with the principal words which are needed to build 
up a sense of ti.me and chronology." 
Friedman~ studied 697 pupils in kindergarten and in I 
The pupils were divided 
1
1 each grade of the elementary school. 
in such a way that about one hundred from each grade were 
Y Frederick Pistor, 11 How Time Concepts . Are Acquired by 
Children", Etlucational Method ( November, 1940) 20: 107. 
§/ Edgar Bruce Wesley, and Mary A. Adams, Teaching Social 
Study in El~1entar~ Schools. D. C. Heath and Company. 
Boston, 1946, p. 299. 
'ij Kopple c. Friedman, "Time Concepts of Elementary School 
Children", Elementary School Journal (February, 1944) 
44: 337-42. 
I 
I! 
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represented. These pupils were of averag e intelligence and 
from the middle socio-economic groups. He used two sets of 
tests. The first was a primary test consisting of seventeen 
questions which were asked in a personal interview. Such 
questions were asked as: ~~~t day of the month is this? 
How old are you?. Ei ghty five per cent of those tested ln1ew 
their own a g es. Most of them knew also which of two units, 
such as a minute or an hour, was longer. 
~estions which were not satisfactorily ans~;vered by 90 
per cent of the pupils in grade t1~ee were carried over to 
the intermediate test. The pupils were asked the day of the 
week, the nrune of the month, the tli1e of day, and to name the 
II 
I 
months in perfect order. An understanding of these important , 
items was not achieved until grade six at a chronolog ical a g e 
of eleven. Friedman1/ concluded that it is not until this 
point that comprehension of these basic facts is complete. 
the dates were mastered by 90 per cent in Grade Six. The 
averag e percentages of correct responses were: in Grade Four, 
41; in Grade Five; 53; and in Grade Six, 66. Although under- ;I 
I 
standi~~ was limited the results demonstrated constant I 
I I 
1 
1/ Friedman, op. cit., p. 338~ J 
- 1 11 
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progress.Y 
Friedman found that with a group of ordinary dat e s the 
pupils did f8.irly well, but a group consisting of tvvo dates 
before Christ and two afterward proved to be very difficult. 
The tests revealed that a comprehension of dates as vtTell as 
time concepts is acquired with maturity.fV' 
FriedmanY says: 
There is a great need for calling to the teacher ts 
attention the problems concerned with the child's back-
ground of t:irae concepts, because it is known that to a 
l arge ex tent these concepts develop outside organized 
school instruction. The vocabulary of time is very 
limited but it is used consta ntly. 
KeltyY s peaking of the way in which time concepts are 
a cquired, states: 
What children have learned ab out t~ae is very 
little conditioned by what they read in school be-
cause they have many more time concepts than those 
which are found in textbooks. Time ideas have been 
developed as isolated concepts and should be tested 
functionally. Although children know the expres sion, 
'cenhlry', they lack the power to use the term ac-
curately. It is not safe to assume that children 
will transfer their knowledg e of arithmetic to figur -
ing out time e xpressions as, for instance, a qu~rter­
century. 
1/ Friedn~n, op. cit., p. 340. 
5/ Ibid., p. 341. 
3/ Loc. cit. 
4/ Mary Kelty, "T:irile E.xpres sions Compreh ended by Child ren of 
The Elementary School tt, Elementary School Journal (April, 
1925) 24: p. 616. 
I 
I 
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Frederick Pistorl/ st~died two groups of sixth grade 
pupils . These groups were equated for g eneral intellig ence , 
reading ability and school achievement. Their ch ief d iffer-
ence was in t he type of social studies instruction they had 
been g iven. Group One had received traditional separate 
courses in geography and history in t h e previous two grades. 
Group Two had studied g eography, principally, with history 
injected only where it would enrich the study of geography. 
This g roup studied g eography for an hour daily. Pistor's 
first experiment was to determi ne whether time concepts were 
J 
\I 
!I 
I 
lj developed through the instruction of history prima rily or by 
maturation . Both groups were tested early in the six th grade 11 
when a battery of four time concept tests wa s administered . 
I 
The results showed that previous training had no effect upon I 
t h e development of time concepts in the pupils studied . 
These groups continued to receive in the sixth grade the Ji 
same general type of social study instruction which they had 1 
received during their earlier classes. Wl~en tested at the 
end of t h e year t heir amount of growth was seen to be the 
same. This again indicates than an understanding of time 
cannot be taught but must be ga ined tl~ough r~turation.g/ 
The evolution of the time concept goes through three 
1/ Pistor, op. cit., p. 109-110. 
:?:/ Ibid, p. 111. 
II 
J 
I 
jl 
stages. The first is the associative stage or comparative 
stage which embraces such concepts as while and when. The 
second stage is the spatial stage in which the ind ividual 
envisions a week as a row of seven days on a calendar and 
other such illusions. The third and most mature stag e is 
the mathematical stag e in which a date is understood as a 
quantity of time. A date is the number of an event in a 
sequence.Y 
Preston§/ thir~s it is far more profitable to teach 
I 
II 
I 
I 
simple time relationships in the early grades and let chrono-
logy wait until the a g e when children are capab le of g r·a sping I 
it. I' I 
Kelty,.:V on the other hand, feels that it is necesse.ry to ;j 
give children much and varied practice in using time expres- 11 
sions. She says: I 
This functional practice is much more valuable 
than the listing , defining, and memorizing of ex-
pressions. Wide reading is of unmeasurable benefit 
in developing the ability to understand and use the 
vocabulary of time. 
Many authorities have stressed the value of teaching the 
meaning of a g eneration. It is a g ood idea to make charts of 1 
the a g e of the children, their parents, their grandparents, 
1/ Edgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies,. D. C. 
Heath and Company. Boston, 1942, p. 268-270. I 
§/ Ralph c. Preston, Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary 
School. , Rinehart and Company. New York, 1950, p. 218. 
~Kelty, op. cit., p. 615-pl6. 
0 
and~ in some cases~ great-grandparents. Then suggest that 
certain events occurred when one of these individuals was a I 
child. Comparisons of tbat type clarify tline in the winds of I 
young children. The time of various events would be more I 
clear if compared with the life-time of persons people knew 1 
or with the distance in time of any g iven event from the 
present.1f It is wise to rnake use of the basic experiences of 
children such as acquaintance with an aged person in the 
c ornmun it y. '.?:./ 
The teaching of a concept should never be mechanical. 
The process of learning it is gradual and prolonged. The 
thoughful teacher will not impatiently rush pupils into 
mechanical drills and rote repetitions of dates.~ 
FrieQmanrs!/ testing showed that time lines were under-
stood by only a small percentage of pupils. However, he 
feels than an understanding of time lines could be taught and 
would help children when it is necessary to refine chronology 
in their thinking. The familiar time line is an attempt to 
clarify time by reducing it to space • .£/ It is, therefore, 
1/ Kelty, op. cit., p. 614. 
5/ Wesley and Adams, op. cit., p. 302. 
'ij Ibid, p. 303. 
1/ Friedman, op. cit., p. 342. 
3/ Wesley and Ade~s, op. cit., p. 302. 
I 
a device for drawing children out of the associative stag e of 
understanding time into the intermediate or spatial stage. 
The' results of Mary Kelty's fifth test show that as 
children progress from grade to grade they steadily prefer a 
greater nu~ber of definite expressions.1/ 
Wesley and Adams advise the teacher to teach a few exact 
dates and to explain that a date is the number of an event in 
a sequence. They stress the fact that if the pupil learns a 
few key dates he can easily made association ·with other events 
and date time approximately. 2/ 
The meaning of dates and the mechanics of our system of 
counting years should be slowly and thoroughly e xplained. The 
use of B.C. and A.D. should be clarified. Practice in putting 
items in chronolog ical order should stimulate learning that 
emphasizes idea of development, relationships and sequence.Y 
Adams says, uThe person who has no regard for dates will 
1/ Kelty, op. cit., p. 302 
y Wesley and Adams, op. cit., p. 303. 
~ Friedman, op. cit., p. 342. 
jj Wesley and Adams, loc. cit. 
5/ Pistor, op. cit., p. 108-109. 
I 
·I 
I 
I. 
Before any activity wbich can be taught is 
taught the teacher must make sure that the learner 
has acquired those basic learnings thl~ough matura-
tion which are needed to make him "ready". If a 
child is taught a given skill too early he tends 
to learn immature and ineffective responses. A 
very important task for curriculum workers is to 
deterwine the best time for various kinds of 
training. 
Pres tonY says : 
Chronological sense is important because it 
makes the study of history meaningful. It is 
better in the elementary school to organize history 
units around small segments of content than around 
extensive chronological surveys of the rise and 
fall of nations. 
Prior to grade eight the time sense, even when applied 
a person's own life is relatively undeveloped. Adults have 
also been found to be quite deficient in a sense of chrono-
logy. Therefore, there is a need for systematic development 
in time concepts.2/ 
1/ Preston, op. cit., p. 219. 
2/ Friedman, op. cit., p. 341. 
I 
II 
II 
II 
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CHAP'l1ER III 
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
The examination of the literature availab le on the 
ability of children to cope with the time dimension of 
history revealed that very little specific information had 
been published. Most of that literature which is available 
concerns terminology used for teaching history in the pri-
mary and intermediate grades. The experts agree that an 
understanding of time is something which develops with mat-
urity and can be taught only to a very limited degree. 
Since the textbook is so great a single factor in the 
teaching of children, it seemed worthwhile to peruse these 
' books to see how many dates were used and in what way they 
were used. Another studyl/ is concerned with the analysis 
of .~erican History textbooks now in common use for fifth-
grade classes. Therefore, it was decided that the study of 
some textbooks of the same type written and used fifteen or 
twenty years ago would form a comparison and possibly show a 
definite trend in the use of dates. 
Vfhen it was decided to use six fifth-grade American 
History textbooks written between 1930 and 1935, they were 
selected from a bibliography published by the National 
1/ Griffin, op. cit. 
II 
I 
r I 
Council for the Social Studies .Y 
The six texts selected were: 
A. Barker, Eugene c., Dodd, William E., Webb , Walter 
P., The Story of Our Nation., Chicago: Row 
Peterson and Company, 1932. 
B. Burnham, Smith~ and Jack, Theodore H., The Story 
of Junerica for Young .Americans., Philadelphia: 
John c. Winston Company, 1933. 
c. Clark , Marion G., and Gordy, Wilbur .F., The Birth 
and Growth of Our Nation., Boston: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1933. 
D. Foote, Irving P., The Story of Our Republic., 
New York: World Book Company, 1934 . 
E . Smallidge , Olive E., and Paxson, Frederic L., 
Builders of Our Nation., Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Inc., 1933. 
F. Thompson, Waddy, The First Book in United States 
History., Boston: D. c. Heath and Company, 1929. 
F.ach tex t was examined pag e by page and whenever a date 
, appeared it was copied on the left hand column of a sheet of 
paper. To the right of the date was cop ied the exact con-
text in which the date was found. 
After extensive l is ts were made for each book the 
dates were regrouped in several different ways. The dates 
were regrouped to discover h ow specifically they were used 
" by each text. Numerical tables and percentage tables were 
, developed for the purpose of comparing the dates in one 
.I 
' ~ i 
II 
il 
'I 
.l y the I 
Schools. The 
pp. 15-22 
text with the dates in another. 
The dates were grouped in another way to discover 
which period of lunerican hist ory required the most dates: 
the period of exploration, the period of colonization, or 
the period of the growth of the nation. Tables were organ-
ized to show this information both numerically and per-
centag ewise. 
The dates were also arranged to determine how many 
were used in each century be g inning vvi th the tenth century 
and continuing to the present time. 
In examining the dates in these texts it became 
apparent that the largest single purpose for using dates 
was in the discussion of wars. All the dates used in this 
way were counted and arranged both in a numerical table and 
in a table showing the percentage in relation to the total 
dates. 
Many dates were used in supplemente.ry material at the 
end of chapters, under pictures and with maps. A frequency 
cou nt was taken to find how many were used in these various 
related filnctions. 
After this all of the tables were compared with iden-
tical tables from the Griffin thesis. 1/ 
Then, since all the dates were isolated, it seemed 
1/ Griffin, op. cit. 
worth-while to find the number of different dates used by 
each text, and the number of dates which were used more 
than once each 
A listing of all the dates found in every text with 
the number of times they each appeared was arranged. 
Next, the books were examined to see how many of the 
dates recommended by Edgar Bruce Wesleyl/ were used. They 
were also compared with the dates listed by ~~essey.2/ as 
necessary for colleg e students. 
1/ Wesley, op. cit., p. 269. 
g/ Pressey, op. cit., p. 222. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANl~YSIS OF DATA 
These books were analyzed to determine how the dates 
were used and how they compared with the dates used in six 
more recent fifth-grade American History tex tbooks. 
The analysis was for the purpose of discovering the 
number of dates used in the textual material and to what 
degree of specificity these dates were used. Then the 
tables were compared with those corresponding tables from 
the Griffin thesis.l/ The dates were examined to ascertain 
the number of dates found in each century and comparisons 
were drawn with the data .from the recent textbook analysis. 
It was obvious in scanning the textbooks that a large 
proportion of t h e dates were used in connection with dis-
cussions o.f various wars. The nwnber and percentage o.f 
these dates were . determined and compared with the Griff in 
data. 
The period of J\merican History was divided into three 
definite periods: the Period of Explora tion, everything up 
until the year 1607; the Period of Colonization, between 
1607 and 1783; the Period of the Nation, between 1783 and 
the present. Tables were set up to show the numerical d is-
1/ Griffin, op. cit. 
tribution and percentages of dates in each of these 
,, periods. The data was then compared with the correspond-
ing material in the recent textbooks. 
These texts were analyzed to determine the proportion 
of dates used in textual material and non-textual material 
in relation to the total nuraber of dates. Those dates used 
in non-textual material were divided into the number .found 
in activities, charts, exercises, illustrations and maps. 
This distribution was compared with a similar one in the 
Griffin±/ thesis. 
In addition the dates were examined to find ~ow many 
different dates were used in each text and how many dates 
appeared more than once in each text. 
The dates were tabulated according to frequency and 
comparisons were made with the lists of recommended dates 
set up by Edgar Bruce Wesleyg/ and Louella Cole Pressey.~ 
1/ Griffin, op. cit. 
y Louella Cole Pressey, "The Needs of College Students in 
Historyn, Historical Outlook (May, 1930) 21:222. 
~Edgar Bruce Wesley, op. cit., 269. 
TABLE I 
A NU1'IERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF DATES USED IN THE TEXTUAL, 
MATERIAL OF SIX FIFTH GRADE AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS 
INDICATING DATES USING THE YEA.R, MONTH, AND DAY,; THE 
YE.tffi AND MONTH; THE MONTH AND DAY; THE MONTH ALONE; 
AIID THE YEAR ALONE 
Month, Day Year Month 
Books and Year and and Month Year Total 
Month Day 
A 27 16 26 8 242 319 
B 44 35 155 234 
c 24 8 4 101 137 
D 39 34 5 328 406 
E 14 17 1 134 166 
F 29 33 3 230 295 
Table I shows to what degree of specificity the dates 
appeared in each text and, also, the total number of dates 
used in textual material. 
Text D used 406 dates in the textual material which 
was by far the greatest number. Text A used the second 
largest number, 319. ~ext F used 295 dates in the textual 
material; Text B1 234 dates; and Text E , 166 dates. Text C 
used only 137 dates which was the smallest number. 
The greatest number of dates was used as the year 
alone. Text D had the greatest number in this classifica-
tion which was 328. Text A used 242 in this way and Text F, 
I. 
230. Text B had 155 dates appearing as a year alone and 
Text E , 134. Text C had the smallest number using only 101. 
The next most common use of the dates was much more 
I •f• 'h d , specJ.: J.C; mon-r; , _ay, ana year. Text B employed the larg-
est nurru)er in this way with 44. Text D was next with 39. 
1 There followed Text F with 29, Text A with 27, Text C with 
24, and Text E with 14. 
In general, the next most common use was with the year 
and month appearing together . Text B used 35 in this way; 
Text D used 34; Text F used 33. Texts E , A, and C followed 
with 17, 16, and 8 respectively. 
Text A used the month and the day without the yee.r 
quite frequently, 26 times. The other texts used this form 
much less cow~1only ranging from five in Text D to none in 
Text B. Text D had fivej Text C had four; Text F had tliree; 
and Tex t E had one. 
Text A was the only one to use the month alone. This 
11 form was used in Text A eight times. 
II 
I 
TABLE I.A 
A NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF DATES USED IN THE TEXTUAL 
MATERI AL OF SIX FIFTH GRADE AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS 
INDICATING DATES USING THE YEAR, MONTH AND DAY; THE 
YEAR AND MONTH; THE MON':PH AND DAY; TI]F; MONTH ALONE; 
AND THE YKLI...R ALONE.Y 
Month, Day, Year Month 
Books and Year and and Month Year Total 
Ivionth Day 
A 33 35 234 302 
B 37 34 15 333 . 419 
c 47 34 16 174 271 
D 7 4 5 2 139 157 
E 19 17 3 2 200 241 
F 56 30 151 237 
The books analyzed in the Griffin thesis also used 
dates as the year alone most frequently. Text B used the 
form most frequently of all, 333 times. Text D used it the 
least number of times, 139. These compare with Text D and 
Text C of the older books analyzed which had 328 and 101 
respectively. 
The largest nurnber of dates used in any text in the 
Griffin analysis was 419 as compared with 406 in this 
analysis. The sraallest number of dates found in any of the 
newer texts was 157 in Tex t D which compares with 137 in 
2J Griff:i."n;··-op. cit. p. 19. 
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Text C in the older texts. The averag e n~unber of dates in 
the six newer books which were analyzed was 271. In the 
older books the averag e was 260. 
The next most conm1on form of dates was the very 
specific form of month, day, and year in both analyses. 
This form was used from seven t"ht1es to 47 times in the more 
recent books. In the older books this form rang ed from 14 
times in Tex t E to 44 times in Text B. 
The dates appeared almost as often as the year and 
month. In the Griffin analysis Tex t A used this form 35 
times and Text C used it only four times. In this analysis 
the rang e was f rom 35 times in Text B to eight time s in 
Text ..... 
In both groups of text s the date appeared as t he month 
and day only occasionally. The month appeared alone very 
rarely, beins used only eight times in the older texts 
analyzed and only four times in the newer texts. 
TABLE II 
A Til.BULl\.11ION OF THE PERCE:NTAGES 
OF THE DATES LISTED I N TABLE I 
Month, Day Year Month 
Books and Year and and Month Year 
Month Day 
A 8.46 5.02 8.15 2.51 75.86 
B 18.80 14.96 66.24 
c 17.52 5.84 2.92 73.72 
D 9.61 8.37 1.23 80.79 
E 8.43 10.24 .60 80.72 
F 9.83 11.18 1.02 77.97 
Table II shows the percentage of dates used in va rious 
degrees of specificity. 
All of the texts used the largest percentag e of da tes 
a s the year alone. Texts D and E used approximately the 
same percentage, 80.79 and 80.72 respectively. Text F used 
the next large st proportion as the year alone with 77.97%. 
Text A used the year alone in 75.86~& of the times it used 
dates. Text C used this form in 73.72% of its dates and 
Text B, 66.24%. Text B had the highest percentage of dates 
used as the month, day, and year with 18. 80%; Text C 
followed closely with 17.52Jb ; Text F had the next highest 
percentage with 9.83%; Text D had the next highest percent-
age with 9.61%; Tex t A was next with 8.46%; Text E had the 
smallest with 8 .43%. 
Text B employed the form of the month and year most 
frequently with a percentage of 14.96. Text Fused the 
form 11.18% of t h e time that dates were used; Text E used 
it 10.24%. Tex ts D, c, and A used the form 8.37%, 5.84% 
and 5.02% of the times dates were used. 
The month and day were used 8.15J6 of the time in Text 
A. Text C used this form 2.9 21& of t h e time dates were used. 
The percentag es used by Texts D, F, and E were 1.23, 1.02, 
and 0.60 respectively. Text B did not use the f orm at all. 
Text A v;as the only book to use the month alone using 
a percentage of 2.51. 
Books 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
TABLE IIA 
A TABUIJ.,.TION OF THE: PERCENTAGE~ 1 OF THE DATES LIS TED IN ~J.1ABLE I.::t 
Month, Day Yeat• Month 
and Year and and Month 
Month Day 
10.93 11.59 
8.83 8.11 3.58 
17.34 12.55 5.90 
4.46 2.55 3.18 1.27 
7.88 7.05 1.24 .83 
23.73 12.71 
Year 
77.48 
79.47 
64.21 
88 .54 
82.99 
63.56 
Both groups of books analyzed used the year alone most 
frequently. Table IIA shows that of the books analyzed by 
Griffin, the recent textbooks, Text D used this form in the 
largest proportion of cases in which dates were used . Text 
D had a percentage of 88.54. The lowest percentage of 
dates used as the year alone was in Text F which had a per-
centage of 63.56. 
Ac cording to Table II the range for using the year 
alone was fr om 80.79% in Text D to 66.24% in Text B in the 
group of older textbooks. 
The f orm of month, day, and year appeared coramonly in 
both group of texts. In the recent books the range was 
l7 Griffin, op. cit., 21 
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from 23.73% in Text F to 4.46% in Text D. I n the older 
book s the range was from 18.80% in Text B to 8.43% in Text Jl 
E. 
The year and month appeared alone quite .frequently. In 'l 
the Griffin texts the range was from 12.71% in Text F to I 
2.55% in Text D. The older texts used the form from 14.96% II 
of the times that it used dates in Text B to 5.02% in Text 
A. 
The month and day were used alone in four of the newer 
texts and in five of the older texts. The range in the 
newer books was from 5.90% in Text C to 1.24% in Text E. 
The range in the older books was from 8.15~?: in Text A to 
o. 60% in Tex t E. 
Only two of the newer books used the month alone. 
These were Tex t D with a percent age of 1.27 and Text E with 
a percentage of 0.83. One of the older books used this 
.form. Te xt A used it in 2.51% of the cases • 
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TABLE III 
A NUllfJERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF DATES USED IN THE TEXTUAL 
~l~TERIAL OF SIX FIFTH GFJU)E AllfffiRICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS 
DIVIDED INTO THREE PERIODS: DATES UP TO 1607, 1607 TO 
1783, AND 1783 TO THE PRES~~ 
Period I Period II Period III 
Books to 1607 1607-1783 1783 to 
Present 
A 19 78 222 
B 3 231 
c 12 34 91 
D 32 113 261 
E 10 77 79 
F 24 84 187 
Table III shows the number of dates found in each text 
in three periods of American History. The first period 
covers the explorations of the country; the second period 
is the period of settlement and colonization; the third 
period begins with the birth of the nation and continues 
until the early 1930rs when these texts were printed. 
In general the numerical distribution increases from 
Period I to Period III. In Text B, however, no dates are 
used in Period I, only three in Period II and the remainder 1 
in Period III. 
Text D used the most dates in Period I with 32. Text 
F had the second largest number with 24. Text A was third 
- ~---- -~ -=--=:........= =======·=-=--- = =---~ 
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with 19 dates prior to 1607. Texts C and E followed with 
twelve and ten respectively. 
Period II covered the dates from 1607 to 1783. In 
this period Text D again led with 113 dates. Texts F with 
84~ A with 78~ and E with 77 had a similar distribution. 
Text C had only 34 and~ as mentioned, Text B had only t~ee. 
In Period III the heaviest n~unerical distribution was 
fo~md in every tex t book. Again Text D had the largest 
number with 261. Text D had the next largest number with 
261. Text B used 231 in this period; Text A used 222; and 
Text Fused 187. The remaining texts used a much smaller 
number. Texts C and E used only 91 and 79 respectively. 
~---
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TABLE IIIA 
A NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF DATES USED IN THE TEXTUAL 
lvl~TERIAL OF SIX FIFTH GRLi..DE AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS 
DIVIDED INTO THREE PERIODS: DATES UP TO 1607, 1607 TO 
1783, AND 1783 TO THE PRESEt~~ 
Period I Period II Period III 
Books to 1607 1607-1783 1783 to 
Present 
A 1 10 291 
B 38 100 278 
c 23 51 197 
D 16 35 106 
E 24 195 22 
F 13 46 178 
Table IIIA ru~ows the number of dates used in each 
period by the recent textbooks exs~ined by Griffin. 
The distribution was similar to that found in the old-
er textbooks except that each of the newer books covered 
all of the periods, whereas in the older books there was 
one which had none in Period I and only three in Period II. 
As in the older books the number of dates used increased 
from Period I to Period III except for one text in the 
Griffin analysis which used by far the largest number of 
dates in Period II. That text was Text E which used 195 
dates in Period II which was about 8 times as many as Text 
y Griffin, op. cit., p. 23 
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E used in either of t he other two periods. 
In period I the distribution was quite similar in both 
groups of texts. The range in the newer texts was from one 
to 38; the range in the older texts wa s from none to 32. 
Period II varies greatly in both groups of texts. The 
range in the older tex ts is from three to 113. The rang e in 
the newer text is from 10 to 195. The averag e number of 
dates does not vary greatly however: in the older group the 
average number of dates used in this period is 65 and the 
average in the newer gr oup is 73. 
Period III, from 1783 to the date of printing, natural-
ly shows a larger number of dates appearing in the newer 
texts since they represent from fifteen to twenty extra 
years. The older books vary from 79 in Text E to 261 in 
Text D. The newer books range from 22 in Text E to 291 in 
Text A. 
-::c---
Books 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
TABLE IV 
A TABUlATION OF THE PERCENTAGES OF THE 
THREE PERI ODS LISTED IN TABLE III 
Period I Period II Period III 
to 1607 1607-1783 1783 to 
Present 
5.96 24.45 69.59 
1.28 98.72 
8.76 24.82 66.42 
7.88 27.83 64.29 
6.02 46.39 47.59 
8.14 28.47 63.39 
Table IV repeats the information found in Table III ex-
cept that it appears in percentages. 
In Period I the largest percentage is found in Text 0 
which has a percentage of 8.76. Text F has the next highest 
percentage with 8.14; Text D has the next highest with 7.88. ' 
Texts E and A followed with 6.02 and 5.96 respectively. 
Text B a gain had no dates in this period. 
In Period II Text E used the largest percentage of 
dates with 46.39. Texts F, D, C, and A had about the same 
percentage: F bad 28.47, D had 27.83, Chad 24.82, A had 
24.45. Text B had a very small percentage in Period II, 
only 1.28. 
Period III showed by far the largest percentage in each 
3 
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book. Text B was the highest with 98.72. Text A was the 
! next highest with a percentag e of 69.59. Text C was the 
next with 66.42. Text D and Text F followed closely with 
64.29 and 63.39. Text E had the smallest percentage in 
Period III with 47.59 . 
'I 
Book s 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
TABLE IVA 
A TABULA.TI ON OF THE PERCENTAGES OF t ijE 
Th'REE! PERI ODS LISTED IN TABLE III.::Y 
Period I Period II Period II I 
to 1607 1607-1783 1783 to 
Present 
.33 · 3.31 96.36 
9.13 24.03 66.83 
8.49 18.82 72.69 
10.19 22.29 67.52 
9.96 80.91 9.13 
5.51 19.49 75.00 
Table IVA is a tabulation of the same information found 
in Table IliA in percentage form. This table shows t h e per-
centages of dates in each period found in the newer text-
books analyzed by Griffin. 
The newer books range from a percentage of .33 to 
10.19 in Period I. This compares with zero to a percentage 
of 8.76 found in the older tex tbooks. 
In Period II the newer books range from 80.91 p er cent 
to 3.31 per cent of the dates used. For the sa~e period the l 
older books range from 46.39 per cent to 1.28 per cent. 
In Period III most of the newer books range from about , 
1/ Griffin, op. cit. 25 
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65 to 75 per cent. However, the highest is Text A which 
used 96.36 per cent and the lovTest is Text E which used only 
9.13 per cent. Most of' the older books used between 65 and , 
70 per cent of' their dates in Period III. However , Text B 
used the most with 98.72 per cent. The lowest percentage 
used by any of' the older texts in Period III was used by 
Text E which had 47.59 per cent. 
Jl 
II 
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TABLE V 
A NU1100IC.A.L DISTRIBUTION OF DATES AS THEY APPE..ti.RED IN 
EACH CEliiTURY IN THE TEXTUAL MATERIAL OF SIX FIFTH GR..tillE 
AWiliRICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS 
Books 
Centuries A B c D E F 
11th 1 1 
12th 
13th 
14th 1 
15th 7 4 10 3 7 
16th 11 7 16 4 16 
17th 34 1 13 37 45 35 
18th 62 12 40 107 43 59 
19th 154 173 63 181 50 126 
20th 49 48 10 54 21 52 
Table V shows the number of dates used in each century 
in each of the six textbooks examined for this thesis . 
There is a constant increase in each century up until the 
nineteenth. However, the twentieth century shows a decline 
in each textbook. This is explained by the fact that only 
about t h irty years are covered in the twentieth century. 
Only two books, Texts A and D used any dates in the 
eleventh century. They each used just one. No dates were 
used in any text in t h e 12th and 13th centuries . One book, 
Te x t A used a date in the 14th century. 
'I 
All except Tex t B had a few dates in the 15th century. I 
I 
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D had the largest mLrnber with ten. Texts A and F each 
used seven dates in the 15th century. Tex t C used four 
dates and Text E used three in this century. 
In the 16th century Text B a gain was t he only text not 
to use a single date . Text D and Text F each used 16. 
Tex t A used eleven . Texts C and E used seven and four res-
pectively. 
Tex t E used the largest nurnber of dates in the 17th 
century. Texts D, F and A followed closely with 37, 35 and 
34. Text C used 13 dates in the 17th century and Tex t B 
only 1. 
In the 18th century Text D led with 107 dates. Tex t A 
had the ne x t highest nurab er with 62. Text F had 59. Text s 
E and C had 43 and 40 respectively. Text B a gain P~d the 
smallest number with 12 dates. 
Th e largest nu..rnber of dates were found in the 19th 
century in all of the textbooks. Text D h a d the highest 
number, having 181 dates in tbat century. Text B followed 
closely with 173. Text A had the next highest number, 154. 
Tex t C had 63 and Tex t E , 50. 
II 
In the 20th century Tex t D had the largest number of 
dates with 54 . Te x t F had the second l argest number with 52 
dates. Text A used 49 and Tex t B, 48. Tex t E used 21 dates 
in the 20th century and Text C only ten. 
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~ABLE VA 
A NUI'Illi!..RICAL DISTRI BUTION OF DA'rES AS TI-ffi'Y APPEARED IN 
EACH CENTURY IN THE TEXTUAL 1\L!'i.TERIAL OF ~:QC FIFTH GPJl ... DE 
AMERICAN HI STORY TE:XTBOOKSY 
,Books 
Centuries B c D E F 
11th 1 1 1 1 
12th 
13th 1 1 1 
14th 
15th 13 4 9 4 3 
16th 1 22 16 5 18 10 
17th 49 22 17 105 21 
18th 33 69 44 30 101 37 
19th 193 183 101 72 11 77 
20th 75 78 82 23 89 
Table VA is taken .from the Griffin t h esis to show the 
numerical distribution o.f dates in each century in the re-
cent textbooks and to compare them with the findings in the 
group of older textbooks. 
I n general the number of dates a gain increases from 
the 11th to the 19th centuries. However, the newer books 
naturally used more dates in the 20th century since their 
textual material covered almost twenty a dditional years . 
--t,- -
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Four of the newer books used one date each in the 11th 1 
century. Only two of the older books used a date in that I 
I~ y Griffin, op. •.L. Cl Ge, p. 27 j I 
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century. Neither group used a date in the 12th century. 
In the 13th centv_ry three of the new books used one date 
each. None of the older books used a date in the 13th cen-
tury. One of the older tex ts and none of the newer used a 
date in the 14th century. 
All but one book in each group used dates in the 15th 
century. Of those books which did have dates in t he 15th 
century the range wa s from three to ten in the older books 
and from t nYee to 13 in the newer. 
All of the books in the newer g roup had dates in the 
16th centu ry. One of the older texts did not use a date in 
that period. The rang e in the older books was from none to 
16 dates . In the newer books the rang e was from 1 to 22. 
All of t h e older texts used at least one date in the 
17th century. Te xt A in the group of newer texts did not 
use a 17th cent-ury date . The rang e in the group of older 
books was from 1 to 45. In the group of nevv-er books the 
rang e was from none to 105. 
All of the books in each group used dates in both the 
18th and 19 th centuries. In the 18th century the older 
books ranged from 12 date s to 107 dates. The newer books 
rang ed from 30 to 101 for the sa.rne c entury . 
In the 19th cenhlry, the old er book s used from 50 to 
181 dates. For t hat century the newer books used from 11 
-- -.:-==---==-====-- -
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to 193. 
I 
One of the newer texts did not use a 20th century date . ' 
All of the older texts did. The range in the older books 
was from 10 to 52. In the newer texts the range vms from 
zero to 89 . 
,, 
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TABLE VI 
A LIST OF THE NUMBER OF DATES WHlCH 
REFER TO WARS IN EACH OF THE SIX FIFTH 
GR..4..DE AIVIEFU CAN HI STORY TEXTBOOK.<:> 
Books 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
Dates Referring 
to Wars 
72 
54 
22 
108 
27 
79 
Table VI shows the number of dates which each of the 
six texts used in referring to wars. 
Text E used the largest m.:unber in this way, 108. Text 
F used the second large st number, 79 . Text A used 72 dates 1 
in describing wars. Texts B, E, and C followed with 54 , 27 
and 22 respectively. 
l! 
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TABLE VIA 
A LIST OF THE lrlJI/IBER OF DATES WHICH REFER 
'110 ViARS IN EACH OF Tl-lli SIX FIFTH~ {iP&DE 
AiviERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKs1J 
Bool~s 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
Dates Referring 
to Wars 
73 
62 
81 
5 
67 
86 
Table VIA is the tabule.tion o:f the da tes used in re-
ferring to wars in the six recent textbooks analyzed by 
Griffin. 
Except for the one book which employed only five dates 
in t his way, the recent books used da tes very consistently 
for t h is purpose. The l argest numb er used by any of the 
newer books vras 86 as compared to the 108 de.tes used by 
Text D of the older group . The text using t h e second 
le.rge st m..1.mber in the newer group was Text C v1ith 81 . This 
compares with the second in the older group of texts which 
was Text F with 79. 
Th e third highest in the nevrer bool~s was Text A with 
1/ Griffin, op. cit., p. 29 
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1: 73; in the older books it was Text A with 72 . 
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Text E of 11 
newer books was fourth highest with 67; Text B in the older II 
group was fourth highest with 54 dates used in referring to 
wars. 
In the list of newer books Text B with 62 dates was 
next to the lowest. This compares with Text E of the older 
books which used 27. 
The b ooks using the lowest nu ... mber of dates in desc.rib-I 
I 
11 ing wars were Text D from the newer list with only five 
I
I dates used in this way and Text C from the list of older 
books which used a total of 22 dates for this purpose . 
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TABLE VII 
A TABUIJ1TION OF THE PERCEliJll\I~ GES OF DATES 
REFERRING TO WARS LISTED IN TABLE VI 
Books 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
Dates Referring 
to Wars 
22.57 
23.08 
16.06 
26.60 
16.27 
26.78 
Table VII contains the same information found in Table 
VI substituting the percentages for the nrunerical distribu-
' tion. This percentage is based on the proportion of dates 
used in referring to wars in relation to the total number 
of da tes used in the textual material. 
J~ Text F used the largest proportion in this way with a 
I 
percentag e of 26.78. Text D followed closely with 26.60 per 
cent. The third highest percentage was found in Tex t B 
which used 23.08 per cent. Next was Text A with 22.57 p er 
cent. Tex ts E and C used 16.27 and 16.06 per cent res-
pectively. 
44 
li 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
TABLE VIlA 
A 'l1.AFLJIJi.Tl ON OF THE PERCENTAGES OF DA~~S 
. HEG'ERRING TO WAHS LISTED IN TABLE v11J 
Books 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
Bates Referring 
to Wars 
24.17 
14.80 
29.88 
3.18 
27 .. 80 
36.44 
Table VIIA shows the percentages of dates used in re-
II 
I 
,I 
I 
11 ferring to Wars in the recent textbooks analyzed by Griffin. ' 
l: 
:I II 
I 
t 
II 
The range of percentages in the ne\'ver textbooks is 
nmch greater than the range in the older textbooks. The 
newer ones used :from 36.44 per cent of its dates in refer-
ring to wars to only 3.18 per cent. The older books varied 
only :from 26.78 per cent to 16.06 per cent. 
!I 
II 1/ Griffin, op. cit., p. 30 
i! 
!I 
II 
TABLE VIII 
A NUIVJERICAL DISTRIBCJTION OF D.f-\.TF.S AS Tiill.l APPEARED IN THE 1 
TE.XTUAL MATERIAL, I N THE EXERCISES AND ACTIVITIES, ON 
MAPS, WITH PICTURES, · IN THE BOOK LISTS AND I N TI-IE 
CH.fi.R'l'S OF SIX FIFTH GRADE A:&lERI CAN HISTORY TEX':CBOOY.S 
Books Textual Non-textual Activities Maps With Charts 
Matel"ial Material and Pictures 
Exercises 
A 319 120 56 13 3 48 
B 234 33 6 4 2 21 
c 137 108 8 10 22 68 
D 406 251 15 184 45 7 
E 166 7 2 5 
F 295 51 10 32 9 
Table VIII shows the numerical distribution of dates as 
they appeared in the six textbooks used between 1930 and 
,i 
I 1935. It lists the totals found in the textual material of 
/I each book. The total number of dates found in the non-
'I textual material is listed and then nu~1ber broken down into 
I' 
those used in activities and exercises, maps, with pic-
tures, and in charts. 
I 
1: A great variation is found in the use of the dates 
; 
found in non-textual material from one book to the next. 
This is a result of the author's style in organizing the 
1 supplementary me.terial in his text. 
!I 
II 
Text D used the most dates in the textual material 
I 
with a total of 406. Text A which used 319 dates was next. 
Text F was next with 295 dates. Texts B, E, and C used 234 , 
166, and 137 in that order. 
Text D also used the largest number of dates in non-
textual material v;ith a total of 251 dates. Text A used the 
second largest number with 120. Text C which used the low-
est number of dates in the direct text was third with 108 
used in non-textual ways. Text F used 51 dates in the non-
1 textual material. Texts B and D used 33 and seven respec-
tively. 
Text A used most of its non-textual dates in activities 
and exercises found at the end of chapters. This text used 
56 for that purpose. Text A used 48 dates in charts , 13 
with raaps , and three under pictures. 
Text B used 21 dates in co~~ection with charts, six 
v.rith activities and exercises, four with maps, and two 
under pictures. 
Tex t C used 68 in connection with charts, 22 under 
pictures, ten with 1naps, and eight in activities and exer-
cises. 
Text D used 184 dates in connection with a clever 
series of maps which appeared throughout the text. The 
same text used 45 dates under pictures, 15 in activities 
and exercises, and seven in charts. 
r 
t 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I II 
~ 
I 
4 8 
Text E which used only a total of seven dates in the 
non-textual material use of those seven, five with maps and 
two in activities and exercises. 
Text F used 32 dates with its maps, ten in activities 
and exercises, and nine with pictures. 
I 
il 
I! 
TABLE VIIIA 
A NUMERICAL DI STRIBUTION OF DATES AS THEY APPRA.RED IN THE " 
TEXTUAL N~TERIAL, IN THE EXERCISES AND ACTIVITI~S, ON 
lvTAPS, WITH PICTURES, IN THE BOOK LISTS AJ:rD IN_ ':CHE CHARTS 
OF SIX FIFTH GRADE AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS.b' 
Books Text:ual Exerc ises Maps With Book Charts 
Matter and Pictures Lists 
Activities 
A 302 8 17 1 1 
B 419 24 23 1 2 65 
c 271 28 15 65 
D 157 3 81 16 36 
E 241 147 53 2 27 
F 237 33 46 22 4 
Table VIIIA closely par allels Table VIII. On it is 
tabula ted the inf'or·ma tion concerning the newer textbo oks 
and it is b orrowed fr om the Griffin thesis. 
On Tabl e VIIIA appears one category whi ch was not on 
Table VIII, book lists. In the older texts no dates were 
used in b ook lists. Tbree of the newer b ooks, h owever, did 
use dates on b ook lis ts. Text D used 16, Text B, two, and 
Text A, one. 
The range f or the nmnber of dates in the textual mater-
ll ial of the more recent texts was from 419 to 157. In the 
1/ Griffin, op. cit. , p. 31 
older texts the range was from 406 to 137. 
All of the books in each group used dates in activi-
ties and exercises. The range in the newer books was from 
147 to three. The range in the older books was from 56 to 
two. 
Also every book used dates in connect i on with maps. 
The recent textbooks used from 81 to 15 dates for this pur-
pose whereas the older ones used from 184 to four. 
Five of the older books and four of the new used dates 
with pictures. Of those using dates in this way the range 
was from 22 to one in the new books and from 45 to nine in 
the old. 
All but one of t he new and two of the old texts used 
dates in charts. The range in the group of recent texts 
was from 65 to four. The range in the group of older texts 
was from 68 to seven. 
II 
Book 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
TABLE IX 
FREQUENCY OF DIPFEREI\TT DATES I N REIJ'..TION 
TO TOTAL DATES USED IN TEXTtJAL IviATERIAL 
Total Dates Different Dates Dates used more 
than once 
319 155 70 
234 103 55 
137 100 16 
406 186 98 
166 109 40 
295 166 62 
Table IX repeats the total number of dates which was 
found in the textual material of each of the books analyz-
ed, for the purpose of comparing it with the number of 
different dates used and with the nur,ilier of dates used more 
than once. 
Text D used the largest number of different dates, 
186. Of these 186, 98 were used more than once. 
Text F used the next highest number, 166 different 
dates. Of that number 62 appeared more than once. 
The next highest number of different dates was used by 
Text A which had 155. Of these 70 v;ere used more than 
once. 
Text E used 109 different dates with 40 of them 
appearing more than once. 
Boston OnlY r ity 
School ~ ! ~a~ea• ion 
Library · 
In Text B there were 103 different dates with 55 used 
more than once. The smallest number of different dates, 
100, was used by Text c. Of these 16 appeared more than 
once. 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
TABLE X 
A FREQUE NCY COUNT OF ALL THE DIFFERENT DATES APP&\RI N"G 
I N THE TEXTUAL MATERI AL OF SIX FIFTH GRADE 
ANLERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOY..S 
A B c D E F 
1000 1 
1095 1 
1300 1 
1440 1 
1446 1 
- ---------------------- -- -- - --1 450 1 
1460 1 
1471 1 
1492 3 1 7 3 
1493 1 1 
- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1496 1 
1497 2 1 1 2 1 
1498 1 1 
1500 1 
1504 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1506 1 1 
1513 3 1 2 
1516 1 
1519 2 1 1 
1521 1 2 
-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -1522 1 
1524 1 
1533 1 
1539 1 
1540 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1541 2 
1542 1 
1558 1 
1564 1 
1565 3 3 1 1 
- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
II 
IJ 
""" b 
TABLE X--cont. 
A B c D E F 
1577 1 "1 
1578 1 1 
1579 2 1 I, 1580 2 
,, 1581 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,, 1584 1 ,, 
1585 1 1 ,I 
I 1586 2 
1587 1 1 
I! 1588 1 1 1 
II - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I 1600 1 
1603 2 1 1 
1604 1 
1606 1 2 
1607 3 1 3 2 2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1608 2 2 1 3 1 
1609 1 2 2 1 
i 1610 2 3 1 I 1619 6 1 2 2 3 I I 
II 
1620 3 1 3 4 2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
'• 1621 1 
li 
1622 1 
1623 1 1 
I 1624 2 1 1625 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
"' 
1627 1 
1628 1 1 1 
1630 1 1 2 1 1 
1632 1 
1633 1 1 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1634 1 
1635 1 2 1 
1636 1 1 
1639 1 1 
1640 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
'I 
I 
t 
I 
5 '~ 
-- -
I TABLE X--cont. 
I 
I A B c D E F 
jl 1641 1 
1647 1 
/1 1653 1 
jl 1660 1 1 
1662 2 
:, 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 1663 1 1 
1. 
1664 1 1 3 
1665 1 
1666 1 
1670 1 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 1673 5 1 
,I 
1675 1 1 1 
1676 1 
I 1679 1 
I. 1680 1 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
II 
1681 1 1 
1682 1 1 3 2 2 
1683 2 
1684 1 1 
,, 
.I 1685 1 
,, 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I 1687 1 ,. 
,: 1688 1 
I 1690 1 1 
I 
1691 1 
1692 1 1 
I' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1: 
1694 1 
1697 1 
1698 1 I, 
II 1699 1 1 1700 1 1 1 1 2 j, 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
·I 
I 1701 1 
il 
1702 1 1 1 
1706 2 
1707 1 
II 1711 1 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I' 
II 
lj 
II 
I 
TABLE X--cont. 
A B c D E F 
1713 1 1 
1717 1 
1718 1 1 1 1 1 
1720 1 
1?22 1 
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
1724 1 
1728 1 
1?29 1 1 1 1 
1731 1 
1732 1 1 3 2 
I' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1733 2 1 1 1 3 
1734 1 1 
1735 2 
1738 1 1 
1739 1 
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1740 1 
1741 1 
1742 1 
1743 1 1 
I 1744 1 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1748 1 
1750 2 2 1 
1751 1 
II 1752 1 1 1 
1753 1 1 2 1 
- - - - ... ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1754 2 
1755 1 3 1 
1757 2 
1758 1 1 
1759 1 1 2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1760 1 1 
1763 1 4 2 
1765 1 1 1 3 
1766 1 
1767 2 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~ h I 
TABLE X--cont. 
A B c D E F 
1768 1 
1769 1 1 2 
1770 1 1 
1771 1 
1773 1 1 2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1774 1 1 2 1 2 
1775 7 1 13 2 3 
1776 5 1 3 14 5 2 
1777 2 1 1 7 2 3 
1778 5 1 4 2 2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1779 2 1 
1780 1 1 3 
1781 1 1 3 2 1 
II 
1782 3 
1783 2 1 2 2 
- -
- - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1785 1 
1'786 1 
1787 4 1 8 10 1 
1788 1 3 1 1 
1789 4 2 1 3 1 1 I 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - jt 
1790 1 1 1 I 
II 1792 3 1 1 2 3 1793 1 2 1 1 2 
I 1795 1 2 
1796 1 
ll - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1797 1 1 2 1 
1798 1 
1799 1 1 1 1 
1800 2 2 
1801 1 2 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1802 2 
II 1803 1 4 1 2 2 1 
I 1804 2 1 
II 1805 3 1 1 1806 4 2 2 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
8 
TABLE X--cont. 
A B c D E F 
18 0'7 3 1 2 1 2 
1808 1 2 
1809 3 1 1 l 
1810 1 1 1 1 
1811 4 1 4 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
1812 14 31 4 8 l 13 
1813 1 1 2 
1814 3 4 1 9 2 
1815 1 1 1 6 1 
1816 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -
181'7 2 1 1 1 1 
1818 1 2 3 
1819 3 4 1 '7 
1820 1 2 1 6 2 
1821 3 2 1 2 1 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
- -
1822 1 1 2 
1823 1 1 1 2 1 
1824 1 3 3 1 
1825 1 1 1 1 1 
1826 1 
- -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1828 2 4 1 
1829 3 1 1 
1830 2 1 2 1 2 
1831 2 1 2 1 
1832 1 2 2 1 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -1833 1 1 1 
1834 2 1 
1835 2 1 
1836 2 2 3 3 1 
183'7 1 2 5 1 
-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1839 1 
1840 2 1 1 1 
1841 1 2 1 
1842 2 2 
1843 2 3 4 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 
I' 
rC:! ·"' 
- v 
TABLE X--cont. 
A B c D E F 
1882 1 1 
1883 1 1 
1884 1 1 2 
1885 1 1 1 1 
1887 1 
- .. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
- - - - - - -
1888 1 1 1 
1889 2 1 
1890 1 3 1 
1891 1 1 
1892 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - -
- I 
1893 1 1 1 
1895 1 1 1 2 
1896 3 1 1 4 
1897 1 1 1 
1898 1 3 1 3 5 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
:I 
1899 1 2 2 1 
1900 1 2 1 2 3 
1901 2 1 1 1 
1902 1 1 2 
1903 2 1 1 1 2 2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
1904 1 1 2 
II 
1905 1 1 
1906 1 1 
II 1908 1 1909 2 2 1 2 1 
- -- - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1910 1 2 
1911 1 
1912 2 3 3 
1913 1 3 
1914 4 4 1 2 1 2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1915 1 1 1 1 
1916 1 
II 1917 1 1 1 4 3 
I 1918 5 3 1 3 3 6 
1919 2 3 1 2 2 2 
- II I ,I - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
~ - - I 
I, 
which the date appears is a number which tells how many 
times that particular date appeared. 
TABLE XI 
A COMPARISON OF THE DATES IN SIX F'I.FrH GRA.DE AMERICAN 
HISTORY TEXTBOOKS \!VITH TI-IE RECOivlivlENDED DATES LIST fqR 
INTERMEDIATE GRli.DES COMPILED BY EDGAR BRUCE WESLEY1/ 
Date A B c D E F 
---
1492 X X X X 
1519 X X X 
1607 X X X X X 
1620 X X X X X 
1763 X X X 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
1776 X X X X X X 
1789 X X X X X X 
1803 X X X X X X 
1819 X X X X 
1848 X X X X 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Texts A and D included all the dates recommended by 
Wesley. Text B ommitted all dates before 1776 but included 
1776 and all thereafter. Tex t C omitted t hree, 1519, 1763 
and 1848. Text E omitted four, 1492; 1519, 1819 and 1848. 
Text F omitted 1763 and 1848. 
1/ Wesley, op. cit., p. 269. 
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TABLE XII 
A COMPARISON OF THE DATES IN SIX FIFTH GRADE AMERICAN 
HISTORY TEXTBOOKS VV'I TH THE DATE LIST COMPI LED BY 
LOUELLA COLE PRESSEY IN 11 THE ~ OF 
IN HISTORY11 1 
COLIEGE STUDENTS 
Date A B c D E F 
1492 X X X X 
1607 X X X X X 
1620 X X X X X 
1775 X X X X X 
1778 X X X X X 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1803 X X X X X X 
1812 X X X X X X 
1823 X X X "V' X ..... 
1850 X X X X X X 
1861 X X X X X 
- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1865 X X X X ~,. X .1'>. 
1898 X X X X X 
1914 X X X X X X 
1918 X X X X X X 
Texts A and D included all of the dates recoramended by 
Pressey. Three texts omitted only one date each. Text C 
omitted 1861; Text E omitted 1492; Text F omitted 1898. 
Text B included only eight of the 14 dates. Those omitted 
by Tex t B were 1492, 1607, 1620, 1775, 1778 1 and 1823. 
1/ Pressey, op. cit., p. 222. 
II 
CHAPTER V 
SUMlvLl\.RY AND CONCLU SIONS 
The purpose of this study was to analyze the use of 
dates in six fifth-grade American History textbooks in wide 
use between 1930 and 1935. Altogether 2836 pages of mater-
ial were analyzed. 
I' The dates were analyzed to determine: how specifically 
they were used; how many were used in the period of explora-
tion, the period of colonization, and the period of nation-
alization; how many were used in each century; how many were 
used in discussion of wars; how many were used in non-textu-
al material. From all of these analyses comparisons were 
., 
I 
I' drawn with the findings from six American History textbooks 
II 
'I in use at the present time. These recent books were analyz-
ed by E. A. Griffin. 1/ 
In addition a frequency was taken of the nuraber of diff-
erent dates and the number appearing more than once in each 
text. A complete 'listing was made of every date used along 
with its frequency by the text in which it appeared. 
1! WesleyY has a list of dates which he recommends for 
use in intermediate grades . The dates foU11d in the analysis 1 
were compared with his to find whether or not they were all 
1/ Griffin, op. cit 
., :?:J Wesley, op. cit ., p. 269. 
represented in each text. Louella Cole ~~essey1/ has com-
piled a list of dates which she feels are needed by college 
1 students. Comparisons were also drawn with her list. 
In the textbooks written between 1930 and 1935 were 
' found from 406 to 137 dates. This number is slightly lower 
than the nu..'Tiber found in the newer texts. Griffin found 
from 419 to 157 dates in that study. 
Both grou ps of books used the year alone most commonly. 
II I· This form was used in from 63 to 88 per cent of the cases. 
I 
11 
In both analyses the month, day, and year was the next most 
common form of the date. 
The largest proportion of dates was used in Period III, 
!I from 1783 to the present. The second largest proportion 
I appeared in Period II from 1607 to 1783. The smallest 
number was found in Period I, up to 1607. This trend was 
true in both the older and the newer group of texts .. 
In both sets of texts a steady increase was apparent in .1 
the number of dates used from the 15th century to the 19th. 
The 20th century showed a decline which was more marked in 
1: the older texts since they covered twenty years less of that 1 
century than did the newer texts. 
A larg e nunilier of dates were used by both the recent 
books and the older ones in referring to wars. The r ange 
1J Pressey, op. cit., p. 222. 
was greater, however, in the recent books, from 36.44 per 
cent in one text to only 3.18 per cent in another. The old-
er books were more consistent in using dates in relation to 
wars. Their range was from 16.06 per cent to 26.78 per 
cent. 
I 
I 
I; 
The use of dates with activities and exercises, charts~ 
I maps, and pictures was common to both group of texts. Their 
frequency in these categ ories seemed to depend principally 
on the author's style. 
The older texts used from 100 to 186 diffeT•ent dates 
with from 16 to 98 of them appearing more t:b..an once. Dates 
1 which were conspicuous for their frequency were 1492, 1619, 
II 
II 
II 
,, 
1775, 1776, 1787, 1812, 1850, and 1861. 
The dates from the texts published between 1930 and 
1935 included, in general, the ten dates recomrnended by 
WesleyY for intermediate grades. However, 1763 was omitted 
by two texts and 1848 by two. 
Pressey's list.&' included fourteen dates needed by 
college students. There are only tbree cases in which t h ese 
texts covered the material which included those dates and 
yet did not use the date. In all other cases Pressey's list 
coincided with those used in the texts. 
1/ Wes l ey, op. cit., p. 269. 
g! Pressey, op . cit., p. 222. 
II 
1: 
II 
I 
'I I 
This study is limited by the fact that of all the tex ts 
in use b etwe en 1930 and 1935 only six were analyzed. 
I 
I' 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
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